BURWOOD GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL

Facilities
Burwood Girls High School provides its students with facilities that support learning and provide a warm and friendly environment in which to succeed.

**Performing Arts**
Our state of the art dance and drama facilities enable us to offer an extensive and challenging range of performing arts subjects and many exciting co-curricular opportunities. Dance and drama students study and perform in our modern movement studio and purpose built drama rooms.

Our multipurpose hall is equipped with stage, sound, lighting and projection facilities allowing interested students to develop practical technical skills. The hall is used for performances, assemblies, concerts and special events.

**Physical Activity**
Learning experiences are enhanced in PDHPE curriculum with new classrooms, a modern fitness laboratory, multipurpose courts and a football field. Well maintained sports fields and courts extend students’ opportunities to engage in organised sports or active recreation at lunchtimes.

**Learning Centre**
A large learning centre is available for student research and group learning experiences. The centre is equipped with a large range of multilingual fiction, reference books, networked computers and media facilities for film editing. The Learning Centre is open for student use before and after school.
Science and Technology
Burwood GHS has several dedicated learning spaces with desktop computers to teach technology courses and a high tech multi-media room for photographic and digital media students. The entire school is wireless and students are expected to bring their own device (BYOD) for all learning.

Burwood GHS has a strong focus on STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) curriculum and extending links with universities and relevant industry. Students develop knowledge and skills in an extensive range of courses in modern science laboratories and well equipped technology areas.

Vocational Education
The vocational course Hospitality is taught in a modern, industry standard kitchen. Hospitality students gain nationally recognised qualifications. The school gives our hospitality students realistic practice by catering for school events. Cafe on Queen gives students practical experience in the food service industry.

Students studying Entertainment as a vocational course develop technology skills in lighting and sound. These high level skills are on display when school performances require technical crews for lighting, sound and stage management.
It is fantastic having the facilities we do. As I step inside the Movement Studio, I am free from any stress or worry outside the room. The mirrors surround me and allow me to focus and develop my movement. Sabrina - Year 11